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PerfectBikeCarrier.comSpecializes in Top-Notch Carrier Systems

Founder of PerfectBikeCarrier.com, John Chadwick, is pleased to announce the launch of his
new website. Shoppers will discover a vast array of bicycle racks backed by warranty and fit
for all types of motor vehicles. Customers will also discover rack accessories guaranteed to
ease bike transportation worries. Visit the site’sblog for more information about proper rack
use and ideas for biking trips.

North Chicago, Illinois (Vocus/PRWEB)January 06, 2011 -- Web entrepreneur, John Chadwick, is pleased to
proclaim the launch of his brand-new website www.PerfectBikeCarrier.com. Formulated in July, the website
was developed as a place for shoppers to purchase hard-to-find bike racks and accessories online.

“I travel a lot and see people struggling with low-quality racks all the time,” said Chadwick. “The high quality
items I offer you can’t easily find anywhere but online. I know that there are a lot of people who don’t have the
time to go out and search for these products, so my site allows them to find what they need easily from the
comfort of their homes.”

Quality items include trunk bicycle racks great for carrying two or three bikes on the back of a small car.
Shoppers who enjoy off-roading will appreciate hitch racks and spare tire racks that secure your bikes on long
road trips, no matter the conditions of the roads. The website also offers customers a wide variety of accessories
from well known manufacturers with special thanks to Hollywood Racks, Raxter Racks, Rage Powersport
Products, and AHI Distribution. Cable master locks, mesh cargo carriers, kayak carriers, and even bike parking
stands can be found at PerfectBikeCarrier.com- and all at competitive, affordable prices.

As the name of the website would indicate, Chadwick strives to provide customers with the perfect racks
available. “These are not items you can go into any discount store and buy. These are quality items made for
your car,” added Chadwick.

The well respected Hollywood Racks is a brand name manufacturer featured on the PerfectBikeCarrier.com.
Established in1973, Hollywood Racks continues to stick to its founding philosophy of creating quality products
that are easy to use and come fully assembled. Customers not only get a simple, strong, secure rack when they
purchase Hollywood Racks products, they can also pride themselves in supporting a true homegrown company
that makes all of its products in the U.S.A.

Providing quality carriers would be nothing without great customer service, and Chadwick is proud to supply
both. PerfectBikeCarrier.com offers limited lifetime warranties on its car racks and accessories, and will
remedy defects at no additional cost to the customer. Shoppers with questions are welcome to call the company,
and Chadwick will personally offer explanations and advice.

To learn more about bike carriers and accessories visit the website’s newly formulated blog,
www.PerfectBikeBlog.com. Keep an eye out for tips and tricks from Chadwick’s own outdoor adventures that
are sure to give readers plenty of ideas for their own excursions.

PerfectBikeCarrier.com- Your number one site for quality bike racks, bicycle carriers, trunk racks and more!
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PerfectBikeCarrier.com, a division of JMJC Enterprize, LLC, is owned and operated by Web entrepreneur John
Chadwick.
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John Chadwick
www.PerfectBikeCarrier.com
(888) 487-8413
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www.iePlexus.com
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Contact Information
John Chadwick
JMJC Enterprize LLC
http://www.perfectbikecarrier.com
(888) 487-8413

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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